PRODUCT OVERVIEW

OpenText Content Server Mobile
Provides secure mobile access to OpenText Content Suite and OpenText
Extended ECM to enable viewing and interaction with content, no matter
where "your office" might be

Access information
quickly through
the familiar Smart
View experience
Leverage user
access, permission
controls and
security policies to
ensure compliance
and mitigate
security risks
Edit content with
direct access to
third-party mobile
device editors and
save back to the
repository

People typically work across multiple devices during their work day and need to
switch between screen size and operating systems to view and work on content,
no matter where they are. The OpenText™ Content Server Mobile app keeps the
familiar styling and experience of the OpenText™ Content Suite Smart View. The same
tiles, icons and colors from the Smart View desktop are re-created on the mobile
app home screen, enabling knowledge workers to switch seamlessly between
devices when working across PCs, tablets and smartphones. Content Server Mobile
adds URLs to emails so that links to content or workflows work the same way on
smartphones and desktops alike.

Switch seamlessly between devices to work easily on the go

Editing on the move
By allowing direct access to third-party mobile device editors, such as Microsoft®
Word, Content Server Mobile makes it easy for information workers to edit content from
anywhere. Documents can be opened and worked on within a knowledge worker's
editor of choice and saved back to Content Suite or OpenText™ Extended ECM.

Optimized content delivery
The Smart View is optimized to expose the most commonly used features in an
intuitive manner, so knowledge workers get faster access to the information they
need, with Favorites and Recently Accessed documents shown on the home screen.
Content Server Mobile optimizes file formats for delivery on mobile devices. If the
user's mobile device is unable to view Word or Microsoft® PowerPoint® documents,
Content Server Mobile converts them for viewing, ensuring users can always access
the information they need, whether they are using a phone, tablet, laptop or desktop.
If a user receives a Smart View link
in an email, it can be opened in
Content Server Mobile

Empowering the mobile workforce
Users can combine Extended ECM with Content Server Mobile to connect with lead
business application processes and interact with connected workspaces on their
mobile phone. They can take and upload photos to document incidents in real time,
open workspaces by scanning QR codes, view teams and metadata and navigate to
manage and view important documents, accelerating business processes and staying
connected and productive, wherever they are.

Watch this video demo of a mobile worker demonstrating the use of Extended ECM
via Content Server Mobile for a pump repair service workflow scenario.
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Administrator control
With Content Server Mobile, workers can view and contribute content to Content
Suite and Extended ECM directly from mobile devices, while IT administrators
maintain security and control with a full audit trail of mobile activity. Control over
user access and content is done via the secure OpenText™ AppWorks™ Gateway,
enabling IT administrators to search for any user on the system and view
connection times and types of devices being used to connect to the server. Admins
can even issue a wipe command, which removes any information within the Content
Server Mobile application but leaves all other applications intact. Regular feature
updates are also scheduled for the iOS and Android™ apps and administrators have
the option of allowing users to update their app the next time they log in.

About OpenText
Access and modify documents
from anywhere

OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through
market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For
more information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.

Connect with us:
• OpenText CEO Mark Barrenechea’s blog
• Twitter | LinkedIn

The built-in viewer allows access
to the most popular content types
without needing the native application
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